THE SIMPLICITY OF CERTAIN GROUPS ROBERT STEINBERG
The purpose of this note is to give a proof of the simplicity of certain ''Lie groups" considered in [2] . The main feature of the present development is the proof of Lemma 2 below: it is superior to the corresponding proof given in [2] , because no assumption on the number of elements of the base field is required, and is very much shorter than the one given by Chevalley [1] for the direct analogues, over arbitrary fields, of the simple (complex) Lie groups. Thus it turns out that the groups E\{q 2 ) with q g 4, and Dl(q 3 ) with q ^ 3, to which the proof in (2) is not applicable, are simple.
Assuming the notations of [1] and [2] to be in effect, we shall prove:
If G is one of the groups of type G\ G 2 or G\ defined in [2] , and the rank I of the corresponding Lie algebra is at least 3, then G is simple.
It will be noticed that the case A\ is excluded by the assumption on I. This is of necessity, since the simplicity of A\ is not universal, but depends on the base field. The same is true of groups of type A λ . , the changes to be made are quite clear: a prototype for these changes is the replacement of (*) below by an appropriate analogue. For groups of type G, the rest of the proof of Theorem 1 is given in [1] .
LEMMA. If G 1 is not of type A] (I even) and H is a normal subgroup of G
1 such that \H\ > 1, then, for some ReΠ\ |ifnU^| > 1. It is convenient to precede the proof of this lemma by some preparatory results.
LEMMA. If s,a, s + a and t are roots such that a Φ a and s + a -t + a, then t = s.
Proof. We have s(a) < 0 and s(a) = (s + a)(ά) > 0. Hence s Φ s, and a simple calculation shows that t -s ~ s + a -s -a has length 0, since all roots have the same length and the only possible angles are the multiples of τr/3 and π/2. Hence t -s.
Let us recall that, for each positive integer m, U m denotes the subgroup of U generated by those 38 r for which ht r ^ m. Proof. Assume first | S\ = \ A |-2. Then (s, α)<0, whence (s, α)^0, because the contrary assumption yields the false conclusion that s + s + a + a has length 0. Thus 3E S and H a commute element wise with 36^ and 3c^, and 4.1 of [21 yields
Thus ( We now turn to the proof of Lemma 3. Among all xeHΠU 1 for which x Φ 1, choose one which maximizes the minimum Se 77 1 for which x s Φ 1 in the representation 4.5 of [2] . If this minimum is R, we show x = x R . Assuming the contrary, one can write x = x R x τ with x τ Φ 1. Set ht R = n. If r e R, then r is not dominant, since R < T. Thus r(a) < 0 for some fundamental root α, and r + a is a root. If α e A e Π\ we conclude from Lemma 5 that there is y eVi\ such that (x Bf y) is congruent, modU w+2 , to an element of U 1 with the ϊ r+α component not 1. Since z = (x, y)e HΓ\Vί n+lf and > respects heights, we need only show z Φ 1 to reach a contradiction. We have (x, y) -(x RJ y)(x T9 y) modU w+2 . Here the elements on the right are in U n+1 . By choice of y, the % r+a component of (x B9 y) is not 1, and by Lemmas 4 and 5, the X r+a component of each of (x τ , y) is 1. Thus we conclude from 4.3 of [2] and the fact that U w+1 /U w+2 is Abelian that (#, y) ^ 1 mod U w+2 . Therefore (x, y) Φ 1, and Lemma 3 is proved.
The proof of Theorem 1 can now be completed, just as in [2] .
